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Vol. V
White people to be exempt from prosecution

A new law is being introduced in Wisconsin. Backed by an 87.0% pro-white majority in Wisconsin, this new law exempts non-White people from facing murder charges when killing people of color. "Enough is enough" comments Kyle White, head of the White People's Militia Against Non-White People (WPMANWP), an ex-police officer. "We will not keep being brought to charges for protecting our racial superiority. The State of Wisconsin has finally understood that. The Law will once again prevail."

When questioned about the possible demonstrations and outcry, Kyle commented: "[...] since the New Year we will use the power of the Law to democratically enforce our birthrights. Demonstrators will be shot on sight. The Wisconsin Police Force has been announced that after the legislation is passed, it will support the Militia by providing bottles of drinking water.
How much longer will you accept that our system makes those rich who destroy?
Жыве Беларусь
Did you ask for justice?
HOW MUCH LONGER WILL YOU KEEP ON ADORING THE MOST RECENT SMARTPHONE MODELS?
TECZA NIE OBRAŻA
ABORTION
100% GUARANTEED QUICK & SAME DAY WOMB CLEANING

25 000 000 UNSAFE ABORTIONS TAKE PLACE EACH YEAR
I am an equal rights, anti-fascist, pro-democracy, fuck racism, save the earth, black lives matter, trans lives matter, pro-love, feminist vagina.

AND I'M ANGRY.
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